case study

Integrating Access Control, HVAC,
Lighting & Video Surveillance
Buist Electric is a diverse electrical company specializing in engineering,
design, and installation of electrical and electronic solutions. Buist has
worked on some of the largest commercial projects in West Michigan
including retail centers, corporate headquarters, and entertainment venues.
Some of the biggest healthcare and industrial projects in the region are
also in its portfolio. Buist’s Automation and Engineering departments have
a long and successful reputation for helping owners, general contractors
and other engineering professionals not only with their electrical system
design challenges, but with integrating every piece of an engineered
solution toward an end goal. Buist Electric operates from four facilities across two
connected sites in Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo. Buist Engineers wanted their own
Building Automation System (BAS) to optimize comfort, safety and energy use
across campuses, while also being a showcase project to demonstrate to customers
the full potential of open-protocol integration with Niagara Framework®.

“The big difference for
owners when they have a
Master Systems Integrator
(MSI) like Buist who
understands all these
different systems and how
they work together is that
they have one person — or
one partner - to call should
they need help with any
area of automation, be it
card access, HVAC, lighting,
audio-video equipment and
whatever comes next.”

CHALLENGE
Starting with a focus on occupant experience, the Buist team outlined what
could be achieved in terms of an office worker’s comfort, safety, ease and
energy conservation expectations through advanced integration of building
infrastructure services. They recognized their opportunity to create an
‘office of the future’ experience using existing technology. Their vision for
conference rooms and other shared spaces like corridors and cafeterias
would require bringing HVAC, access control, lighting, and Audio Visual
equipment into a centralized control console where they could program logic
to orchestrate how all these systems should work together under various
scenarios. For occupants, the interface into this autonomous experience
started with their familiar Microsoft Office mobile messaging and calendar
apps. However, for the most part, no human input would be required. The
intelligent-building design would anticipate occupant needs and resolve
issues automatically such that building services would be delivered to
the right degree and at the right time without human asks, clicks or calls.
Building automation logic would not only orchestrate the operation of
rooftop air handlers, boilers and other HVAC equipment based on schedules,
it would harvest all the information about occupant presence from both the
cameras and occupancy sensors included in the access security network and
the sensors included in the lighting control network to enable the building to
respond to what was happening in the building in the moment.
SOLUTION
Here are how the advanced BAS integrations at the Buist Electric campuses
work today under both typical scenarios and some edge cases:
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FAST FACTS
Project Type: Advanced Integration
Building Type: Office building
Systems Integrated:
•
HVAC – RTUs | VAVs | Boilers
•
Access Security
•
White Noise
•
Lighting Control
•
Power Metering
•
Audio Visual – Crestron
•
Enterprise – Office 365
•
Surveillance Camera Systems
Tridium Distributor: Jackson Control

X Conference Room Workflow: Occupants book a
conference room via their Microsoft Office Outlook
calendar application. Outlook sends room reservations
to the Crestron audio-visual conferencing application.
This application sends the room, date, time and occupant
list (both number attending and email identifiers for
attendees) to the BAS to inform HVAC, lighting and
access security systems. HVAC system adjusts for the
meeting time and occupant load. Lighting system is
programmed to illuminate the room at meeting start
time and to give a three- second dim / rise notice when
meeting has ten minutes remaining. If the meeting is
scheduled to extend after normal business hours, doors
remain unlocked and building unarmed until after the
meeting ends.

through the BAS. If an overhead door is left open outside
business hours, the building will send an alert with a camera
snippet to the facilities manager. If the area under the
door is clear, the overhead door can be opened or closed
remotely from the facility manager’s mobile device or PC.

X After-Hours Employee Enter/Exit: Doors are
scheduled to auto-lock and auto-unlock at set times. The
building will auto-lock doors and auto-arm the security
system at close-of-business or other set time when
employees have typically left for the day. Building will
unarm security when someone badges in. The integrated
sound system will announce to the occupant that the
alarm has been deactivated. The access security, lighting,
and camera occupancy sensors will monitor and track
the occupant’s movement throughout the building after
hours. When the occupant leaves, the building will auto
re-arm. To ensure the building has been vacated, the
sound system will announce a three-minute warning
before re-arming the facility.

X Energy Conservation: The BAS monitors and displays
electrical power meter data, tracking power usage trends
and sending notifications to Buist engineers should there
be an anomaly. With lighting integrated into the BAS, it
is possible to monitor the total connected load for each
lighting room controller from the central console. The
alert system has been set up to send notification if an LED
driver has failed. Buist Electric is working to gain a more
granular level of control to their HVAC, metering, RTUs,
and boilers in order to better understand and optimize
energy usage. The BAS roadmap includes an integration
to enable energy utilization reports to be automatically
sent to the facilities manager via Office 365.

X Reception Area: Camera at reception will identify a
guest waiting and send an alert with video feed. In the
event that a visitor poses a threat, there is a lockdown
button at reception that if pushed, will lock all doors on
campus and annunciate a call for help over the whitenoise sound system.
X Loading Dock Areas: All overhead doors in the back
and sides of the building are monitored and controlled

ABOUT BUIST ELECTRIC
Buist Electric offers valuable assistance in
managing the complexities of the design and
construction process. Our engineering team is
well-equipped to aid owners, general contractors
and other engineering professionals in providing
timely solutions to today’s construction
challenges. By including Buist Electric during
the design phase of the construction process,
every single piece of the engineering process is
uniquely integrated to the end goal.

X After-Hours Security Event: If an alarm is triggered,
the building sends a notification to a user list with the
alarm info and a video clip. This recording captures activity
from 10 seconds before the triggering event to 10 seconds
after. The recipient can review the footage and decide
to acknowledge the alarm or escalate it to a third-party
monitoring service to dispatch authorities. If the alarm is
not acknowledged by anyone in the user group, the alarm
is automatically escalated to the third-party monitoring
service for dispatch.

X Ancillary Monitoring: Some other systems across
the Buist campus that are monitored and integrated via
the BAS include the standby generator, the fire alarm, a
license-plate recognition application, facial recognition,
and video intercom. In the near future, the Buist engineers
intend to integrate automatic gate control utilizing a longrange reader and vehicle tags. They also have plans to
add and to integrate a snow-melt system.

NETWORK SCHEMA

Niagara Enterprise Security seamlessly integrates access
control, identity, video surveillance, intrusion and visitor
management systems with other building automation
services such as lighting, HVAC and energy management. It
is a powerful access control and security application built on
the Niagara Framework software platform with features such
as advanced threat-level management, integrated photo ID,
LDAP database integration, and API access to ease visitor
management app integration. Niagara Video is a built-in

HTML5 video streaming capability that enables adding VMD
(Video Motion Detection) data to the logic programmed
for lighting, security and occupancy controls. The Niagara
4 Drivers Library now includes Milestone XProtect®
Professional, Professional+ and Corporate NVR and Axis®
camera drivers. Learn more about Niagara Enterprise
Security here and more about Niagara Video here. Start
your exploration of the Niagara 4 Driver Library here.

WHAT DOES ‘OPEN ARCHITECTURE’ MEAN TODAY?
Niagara Framework exists as an independent data layer, allowing integrations that break down the vertical data silos
conventionally associated with different building services. In addition to its support for open protocols like BACnet,
Niagara enables an ‘open’ approach in other ways too: 1) Tridium offers an open API for developers to build robust
drivers to popular applications—for example, to Milestone and Axis -based video solutions 2) Tridium delivers Niagara
software and the JACE® controller and server platform through an open distribution business model which allows the
end-customer the freedom to shop among name-brand hardware manufacturers. 3) The large Niagara Community of
system integrators enables customers to find a partner in their area with whom to build rapport and trust.

RESULTS
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The Buist team attests that it
can be a challenge to convince
customers of the importance of
specifying an open, interoperable
BAS architecture. They estimate
that there can be a 10% first-cost
premium to go this route. However,
they have also seen a large payback
over time when the building owner
can achieve multiple high-impact
outcomes from the same investment.

Jackson Control is a high-value-add
building technologies distributor
providing world-class products and
a technology platform that delivers
healthy, efficient, and secure building
environments. Jackson Control’s
objective is to serve as a trusted
advisor and provide the ultimate
open platform, and best-in-class
solution. Technology is everchanging. Jackson Control partners
with brands and providers that steer
innovation within their respective
markets. This gives Jackson Control
the opportunity to provide the best
solutions that target specific facility
portfolio challenges. Jackson Control
is a premier one-stop shop for all
building technologies.

Tridium is a world leader in business
application frameworks, advancing
open data environments and
seamless data interoperability.
Our Niagara Framework® universal
multi-protocol integration engine
has fundamentally changed the way
people connect and control devices
and systems. With over one million
instances deployed worldwide,
Niagara is helping a significant
number of businesses, manufacturing
enterprises and government
entities improve performance and
reduce energy, operating and other
costs, and be more strategic and
competitive. The Niagara Community
is a large and active community of
innovative developers, integrators,
consultants, manufacturers,
resellers and end users. Tridium is
an independent business entity of
Honeywell International Inc.

“Integration is important, but it is
just as - if not more - important to
select open products that can be
integrated on the front-end. No
integration is possible if you are
selecting proprietary products,”
comments Brad Kuipers.
Buist now has its own facilities
to point to when they want to
demonstrate what is possible.
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